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Abstract

Background: Primers designed for expressed sequences should be specific for the mRNA sequence of a gene but

not yield a product from its genomic sequence. Already slight contaminations of genomic DNA can lead to

incorrect measurements for sensitive methods like real-time PCR (RT-PCR).

Results and Conclusions: The software AutoPrime automates the task of generating such primers for RT-PCR

experiments by combining the information from sequence databases with primer design software. Thus the

software is able to cope with the high demand of RT-PCR validation experiments following the recent increase

in microarray expression profiling studies. The software generates high quality primers more efficiently than

possible by manual design methods and has been successfully employed for RT-PCR primer design in our as well

as other laboratories.

Availability http://www.AutoPrime.de
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Background

Primers designed for the RT-PCR measurement of eukaryotic gene expression are usually selected so that

they will amplify cDNA generated from the mRNA but not from the genomic sequence of a gene. Small

contaminations of only 0.1% of genomic DNA can already lead to a multi-fold excess of genomic over

mRNA sequences. Thus the primer design process needs to take advantage of the eukaryotic splicing

system for mRNA. Primer pairs can be selected so that one of the primers matches an exon-exon border

sequence that is not present on the genomic level. Alternatively the primer pair can be designed by placing

each primer in a different exon so that a product based on the genomic sequence would include a long

intronic sequence resulting in a lower amplification efficiency.

One of the tools often used for primer design in RT-PCR measurements is the Primer Express Software

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA) provided in conjunction with RT-PCR-cyclers. Others are Oligo

(Molecular Biology Insights, Inc., Cascade, USA), PRIDE [1] or primer3 [2], the latter being freely

available. While these programs provide high quality primer design and some also allow the generation of

hybridization probes, they do not provide an environment that facilitates the design of primers

discriminating cDNA from genomic DNA.

Because of the recent increase in expression profiling studies and the subsequent need for result verification

by RT-PCR two databases for tested RT-PCR primer pairs have been created recently [3, 4]. In addition a

third database containing automatically designed primers has been established and provides primers for

human and mouse genes [5]. The creation of these databases underlines the necessity for high quality

primers in the area of RT-PCR.

Currently there exists no software that is capable of automatically performing the primer design following

the quality criteria described above and directly takes advantage of the sequence information available

online. Instead most rely on manual copy and paste interactions for the sequence input.

Methods

The software AutoPrime has been designed to automate the primer design task for RT-PCR. It is written

in the language perl and combines the benefits of the primer3 program with the information of the

Ensembl database [6].

To design primers that take the exon boundaries of a transcript into consideration, the genomic sequence

and the exon structure of the corresponding gene have to be known. AutoPrime automatically retrieves
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this information from the Ensembl databases and uses it to create a first primer either on an exon border

or inside an exon. The selected sequence regions are then explicitely specified to the primer design

software. For a primer atop an exon-exon border, the pairing primer is subsequently searched without

positional restriction, but for a primer pair inside the exons, AutoPrime will search a second primer only in

the confines of an adjacent exon. Each primer pair generated is subsequently checked for problems like the

potential to form primer dimers, self-homologies, problematic melting temperatures, etc.

Automating the primer design process for RT-PCR primers provides several advantages. The direct

retrieval of sequence and exon information for a gene is faster and can be considered less error-prone than

manual processing. Once the sequences are available AutoPrime can generate the possible priming ranges

from the exon structure. These in conjunction with the transcript sequence are then passed as input to the

primer generation program primer3 for the automatic generation of primer pairs (Figure 1). Additionally,

when choosing a primer on an exon-exon border, AutoPrime can enter the genomic sequence of the gene

into the mispriming library. This further helps in avoiding products from genomic contaminations which is

the primary reason for choosing primers on such a border. Additionally, hybridization probes can be

generated to be used as a reporter for the RT-PCR.

AutoPrime is designed to be accessed via the command-line or called from within other programs. We have

also set up a web front-end, allowing comfortable retrieval of primer sequences using a graphical user mask

via any web browser [7]. The user needs to supply no more than the gene short name or the gene Ensembl

id for which the primers are to be designed. The default parameters can be adjusted if the result is not

satisfying. All parameters are further explained in the supplied documentation. The default output of the

program is an XML file which includes information about all parameter settings, the transcript sequences

of the gene and statistics about the primers found along with their sequences. Using the web interface, the

output can also be formatted as an HTML or text file.

Currently primers can be designed for M. musculus, R. norvegicus, D. rerio, F. rubripes, A. gambiae,

D. melanogaster, C. elegans, C. brigsae and H. sapiens. For all of these organisms sequence data is retrieved

online from Ensembl. Mispriming libraries were obtained from RepBase [8] for most of these species. Only

in case of R. norvegicus the user has to use the same library as provided for M. musculus. The AutoPrime

programm and the mispriming libraries are frequently updated to work on the newest datasets.
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Discussion

The best way to find suitable primer pairs for expressed sequences are databases of experimentally

validated primers. But this validation also precludes coverage of a large amount of genes and consequently

the two primer databases mentioned above currently contain only about several hundred entries each.

While automatic generation of primers for expressed sequences is possible, current primer design software

is inable to cope with the positional restrictions imposed by the quality requirements for RT-PCR primers.

Thus the identification of possible primer sites is often performed by manual selection of a potential

sequence, which is audited by a suitable primer design program for any difficulties. This requires manual

processing of the sequence data and has the drawback of providing a high number of primers that will be

rejected. Even in case the full sequence is provided to the primer design software, the exon border

positions still need to be identified and sequentially specified as potential target regions until a suitable

pair of primers is found. These difficulties often lead to the violation of sensible primer design constraints

and thus to inefficient primer pairs.

AutoPrime provides a solution that tries to optimize the trade-off between quality of the primers and

coverage of genes. The software allows the design of RT-PCR primers for all known genes of a large variety

of organisms while at the same time following the stringent quality criteria established in the field of

expression measurements.

In addition AutoPrime implements an online database access to the Ensembl database. While a variety of

primer design tasks exist that need sequence information from biological databases like Genbank or

Ensembl as input, nearly all of the available software tools rely on cut and paste operations for entering the

sequences of interest. Some tools work with locally stored sequence files for the generation of large numbers

of primers (e.g. PrimeArray [9]). Tools like BioPerl [10] and the Ensembl perl modules [6] provide a

software interface to biological databases and allow the integration of sequence information into any

software tool. AutoPrime employs these facilities to provide an automated process by interfacing Ensembl

with a primer design software. Thus it accelerates the primer design process and increases its realiability at

the same time. The access to online sequence information also significantly extends the number of

organisms covered as compared to PrimerBank.

AutoPrime is being successfully used by scientist and medical personnel in our laboratory. For testing

purposes 30 primer pairs were designed and used in RT-PCR expression measurements. 22 of these did

yield a positive result and amplified no genomic background which is higher than comparable success rates

for “manually” designed primers.
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This suggests that AutoPrime is indeed able to provide high quality primers while shortening the design

process dramatically.
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Figures

Figure 1 - Organization of AutoPrime

The tool accesses the Ensembl database using perl modules and instructs the primer design software

primer3 to generate primers for specific regions of the expressed sequence. The resulting primers are

specific for the mRNA since one of the primers is designed specifically for the exon border sequence (1) or

the primers lie in two adjacent exons so that a product from genomic DNA would include the intronic

sequence (2)
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